‘Belle Jardin’ Recipe
Facebook 29.5.13

You wil l need:










Our Belle Jardin Blank Laser Cut Card (LC03)
141mm Cardstock (your chosen stock will
end in C-3: we recommend Silkweave Ivory
(SWI-C-3)
15mm wide and 10mm wide satin ribbon (colour
of your choice) We chose Rib 26-8 Bridal white
(Col. 419) and Rib31-23 Cream (Col 50)
Embellishment (we chose our ‘Estella’ code
DEEST-103)
Glues: Super-glue gel and a Hot Glue Gun
(GL25)
we recommend our Ivory envelopes ENV02-28

This design is really easy to make as our beautiful ‘Belle Jardin’ does
all the hard work for you! It’s the perfect design for spring and summer weddings and so
easy to coordinate with your wedding colour theme :)
1. Print your invitation information onto the textured side of the 141mm Silkweave Ivory
Cardstock (or a suitable alternative). The typesetting can be simple and you can add
additional elements if you wish.
2. Apply your adhesive ( ATG tape or double sided tape) to the back of the printed card
and carefully attach your printed invitation into the middle section of the Belle Jardin card.
3. Cut approximately 32cm of each of the two widths of ribbon and lay the 10mm ribbon on
top of the 15mm ribbon (satin is best for this recipe!) Put a dab of superglue gel between
the ribbons at each end just to secure them together
4. Turn the ribbon over so the 15mm is uppermost and place the Belle Jardin invitation face
up (centrally) on the ribbon. Now fold the two ribbon ends in
towards each other so the ends overlap. Using your superglue
gel stick the two ribbons together (watch your fingers!) You
might want to protect the invitation by slipping a piece of
paper between the Belle Jardin and the drying ribbon. Once
dry the band of ribbon should slide freely (but snugly) up/down
the invitation like a ‘belly band’!
5. Using a hot glue gun (we sell several) attach the ‘Estella’ embellishment (again protect
the invitation beneath whilst doing this). Stand back and admire!

www.t hehandcraftedcardcompany.c o.uk
01782 639733 (all product codes were correct at the time this recipe was put together)

Isn’t it stunning!!

